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Document Map by Section: 1 page, this intro. | 2pp. List of Selected Posts with Endnotes (starred/explained
below, pp.2-3) | 17pp. , Table of Contents-Posts Only (pp.4-20 inclusive) | 17pp ENDNOTES (pp.21-37). So if you

want to skim “Just the Table of Contents, Please!” -- you’re in luck, that’s less half the document.
Why So Long, other than the obvious--I wrote many posts?….
Well, how many ounces of liquid fit into a 16-oz glass?

A huge blog-based Table only needs one header and can be on one continuous page. By definition, 8X11page format
breaks that up. Add Table Headers on every single page. Add the document Header/Footer claiming ownership and
Notice of Copyright/Permission on every page. All this occupies a set amount of vertical space/page. Table rows and
Endnotes do not paginate mid-row or mid-note, leaving some internal blank space also. So “do the math” -- it is going to
come looking longer, and will also be longer because of pagination.

Table Header looks like this -- If this is NOT at top of page, you are in some other section:
FAMILYCOURTMATTERS.WORDPRESS.COM (<== link)

Post Titles Sep. 24, 2012-June 29, 2014 In Reverse Chrono Order. (See Row 1 Note)

Published

Notes on Transitioning Tables from Blog (continuous page) to Word Processing (paginated):
from

Blogs use different supporting software than word processing, which affects how tables work and display on either platform.
Neither platform (software) is ideal for my purpose: easier to view the scope of the blog but maintaining active links to individual
is
posts. I reformatted at considerable effort because this blog, and its contents, are valuable. To date I have not heard of any other
blogger focused on the family court venues, who has laid this information out in the public interest.

Moving tables from my blog to word-processing required some format changes and “massaging” contents:
Among many changes, some posts had lengthy abstracts. Longer abstracts are now “endnoted.” Why:
When first creating the table of documents to the post, I included abstracts to certain posts which I felt conveyed essential
or critical facts to the overall understanding of elements of understanding family court design and operations,
transforming what would otherwise be a line-item, table row, into a miniature essay or even (some) “show and tell.”
That will not work in the shorter word-processing pages here, and a cleaner Table of Contents was needed anyhow. Ideally, one could shorten
many rows by changing some of lengthy abstracts into “endnotes.” Unfortunately, “table” format here doesn’t allow internal “endnotes” or

“footnotes,” so (in order to use Insert Endnote function), I copied titles of any post needing abstracts into a starred list with date,
title, and the superscript Endnote#, and left a footprint within the table for each I put a manual reference (not auto-generated):
“(See Endnote for rest of abstract).” So the first list of “starred” post titles isn’t the full Table. See “Document Map” top of this page. //
Text
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page titles and contents, and all sidebar text comments are my work except where others are quoted. Context counts -- If you want this material publicized
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EXAMPLE (list + appearance of Endnote at bottom of doc’t)

★ (date) post # Post Title (link active).

<==the active link follows the date, not the post title.

Click on that little superscript note# to jump to its Endnote below, or just go to the end and look for the

corresponding post (titles repeated there). Each “star” bullet represents a post which has an endnote from which
excess comments (“Abstracts” generally speaking) from the blog-version of TOC were moved. Endnotes reflect my
opinions and insights at the time of creating and commenting on the first table of contents, that is, mostly spring
2014, unless otherwise noted.
Endnotes are also in this font & paragraph style. (maroon border, different font). ENDNOTE contents (pp.21-37)
except their titles and #s, will be inside purple-bordered boxes like this one. They may contain quotes, images,
and links and some are almost miniature posts.

LIST of SELECTED POSTS with ENDNOTES (=Abstracts):
★June 29, 2014 post1 & 2 Yes, Broken Courts, Flawed Practices, and the Parade of Fools (Pt.1(a) Intro,
Context)
★July 24, 2013(?)3 About the Writing Style (Getting It Out without going PTSD), Locating this in
Time and Space…[also see: My Copy Editing Disclaimer: While I can Copy-Edit for stylistic consistency, Let's Get
Honest: This blog ain't about to be Copyedited." [8/29/2009]

★June 19, 20134 Massive Profits for Trademarked Mass-Marketing** to the Incarcerated Masses.[Moral
Reconation Therapy(tm), Corrections Corp of America:]"Moral Reconation Therapy (TM)

★June 18, 20135 “Comment Submitted To:” (Supervised Visitation, Interlocking Nonprofits, in Minnesota)
★June 6, 20136& 7 Michigan Matters (In Maddening Detail, formerly underneath “A Word to the Wise

for Mothers…”)
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★June 6, 20138 Why Supervised Visitation (per se) Sucks. Federal Millions, that is (DOJ Grant

2004-WX-AT-K046)

★June 3, 20139 Someone Got This Evidence. You Could Too. What's the Follow-Up Plan?

(Connecticut AFCC/pt.2) (the endnote is the tags which summarizes. I discussed (showed) two different
approaches to reporting on the family court venue; there is a clear divide which still applies).

★May 18, 201310 ORPHANS: Where The Great Commission meets the Military-Industrial Complex
★May 6, 201311& 12 Private Equity Winds Changing their Tack? Private Equity = Government Policy, so Pay
Attention! (en#12 has chart of 50 largest [US] foundations 2009, 1 of 4 images LGH-annotated 2017, ℅ on-line “Pensions & Investmts”)
Impractical to include all 4 here; I provided a link to the same chart still available (link still working) on-line).

★April 5, 201313On the Road to Emmaeus,” When Life Demands a Major Shift in Understanding

(This endnote is expressive, not just analytical. I am expressing is in response to what I am researching, have also experienced, and refer
in this 2013 post to an out-of-state mother whose individual (ex’s criminal, and their family) case docket [and of more parties involved].
I wish to comment from 2017 perspective -- adding Endnote 14 to do so, which begins: “The state involved also has a
long-standing and active AFCC chapter, which state nonprofit’s (Bd of Directors) as typically, shows a mixture of Judges, JDs and
LCSWs, and being a member of the private (inter)national association seeking to dominate (run|steer) the family courts as a whole , that
is, AFCC itself naturally shares its agenda…” Anyhow, see for example, excerpt from the (endnoted) abstract on the post; also

originating row of that post in the table below (LGH, Jan. 2017):

I would love some morally justifiable excuse NOT to deliver this message, or to sugar-coat it, but see none... I would cut out
entire sections, and more would grow in their place, as I continued simply telling what I see -- and from government sources
(databases, tax returns, corporate registrations, charitable registrations, and public websites advertising the same groups).
Finally, it is just getting posted. The substance of it shows up in tables -- if you do nothing else, scroll down to them and
bypass narrative; AFTER running a search! [LGH, on the April 5, 2013 post “On the Road to Emmaeus”]

★February 5, 201315 A Stunning Validation by Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson: The Assault on Truth,

The Origins of Psychoanalysis

★Jan. 7, 201316 &17 Interesting Bedfellows, and the Speckled Background of Psychology in America
Excerpt: Last April [=2012]I wrote a post Why Watching Conference Agenda is Crucial: Cummings Foundation, Behavioral
Health Promotion, and "Our" "Broken" Family Court System.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS (Posts Only):
FAMILYCOURTMATTERS.WORDPRESS.COM (<== link)

Post Titles Sep. 24, 2012-June 29, 2014 In Reverse Chrono Order. (See Row 1 Note)

Published

Note: Blog also contains pages, listed on right sidebar and some posts link to other pages. No posts

were published in 2015; posting resumed in Jan. 2016.

Yes, Broken Courts, Flawed Practices, and the Parade of Fools (Pt.1(a) Intro, Context).
The Battered Mothers Custody Conference** ("BMCC") typically in Jan. New York [but for 2013 in
D.C.] for just over ten years has sought to collect, organize and focus abused and/or noncustodial
mothers' energies around themes of abuse, trauma, and lack of court expertise in understanding
the same -- while first censoring, then minimizing and discrediting alternate analyses of "the Crisis in the
Courts," specifically, economic analyses, including that the crisis might not be "in" the courts such that the
crisis could be removed, but the courts themselves. The Federal Funding Racket and its relationship to
Nonprofit Trade Associations was exposed starting in at least 1999, and in 2002 even moreso. This is June 29,
known by many women -- but ignored by these leadership alliances which encourage conformity. 2014
(continued on “Endnote 1” |see separate list of posts with endnotes 1+2; it concludes:
The "Broken Courts, Flawed Practices" court reform group's leadership it seems was all along setting their sights on
becoming the subject matter experts for this exact type of FCEP project, i.e., public recognition and with it, potential
related spinoff income from close association with the "source," i.e., with people managing the funding stream out
of the USDOJ (among other places)'s Office of Violence Against Women $400 million budget, and direction of
public (federal) money funding grants stemming from the VAWA (Violence Against Women Act).

June 9,

My Blog Challenge: Talk Sense, or become an OxyMORON (and Someone Else's Dinner) 2014

June 7,
2014
Accounting Literacy Matters. Cause-based Literacy Doesn’t. (Spring 2010, Ellen H May 3,
2014
Brown tangles with Walter Burien’s info, or at least tries to.)
April 23,
My Posts, Just the List (from April 23, 2014... back to Sept. 24, 2012)[=This post] 2014

Amazing and False Assumptions About the Family Courts...
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March
23, 2014
March 5,
Suppose I'm Right?. . . What Would You Do when the Lights Go On?
2014
March 2,
Table of Contents, (Posts, Most Recent First) (i.e., this page)
2014
February
The Stacked Deck, the Coups d'Etat, and the Fork in the Road.
25, 2014
February
New Here? A Roadmap with some Chronology, Links, Issues (Sidebar-Plus)
24, 2014
Navigating My Blog: Table of Contents, Post Titles by Dates Published(fewer than February
10, 2014
the newer TOC post)
Jan. 28,
Dividing Lines, State of the Union, Scapegoating the Poor for Sport
2014
Jan. 25,
Who Owns the Basic Asset Infrastructures of the World? Keep It In Mind!
2014
How and When to Change, Ditch, (or Track) the Conversations of "Public Interest" Jan. 23,
2014
Crusades
Jan. 23,
Why You Should Read, Bookmark and LISTEN, See last (1/23/2014) post
2014
Jan. 23,
Get Real(itybloger)! -- Call In, Read the Links on CAFRs, Review Regularly.
2014
How NY's OTDA [Social Services agency] runs even more fatherhood (and DV) Jan. 15,
2014
funding through FFFS alternate circuitry
How many "governments" are there? What do they do? What's the Collective Cost? Jan. 14,
2014
Example, funding of NFLG (Nat'l Fatherhood Leaders Group, in DC) and others
Jan. 10,
The Scam: HOW "Faith-based" HHS Grantees Suck Public Funds into 501(c)3s 2014
Johnson & Johnson, Robert Wood Johnson (I, II, III and IV) -- This Crowd and Dec. 25,
2013
JUSTICE Reform???

A Different Kind of Attention Develops Sound Judgment
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Bypassing the Legal Process in Baltimore: HOW and for WHOM Maryland got its Dec. 24,
2013
"Family Divisions" in 1998.
Eavesdropping into an Indoctrination Center, Hindsight from a Pilot Dec. 22,
2013
Project Outpost
Dec. 17,
2013
Remembering Mandela…Apartheid, AND The Apartheid Purpose of Welfare Dec. 8,
2013
Reform, to economically suppress, disenfranchise, and enslave Americans
Putting 1996 Welfare Reform in the Larger Perspective, Like in the Ethnic Nov. 30,
2013
Cleansing Continuum…
Good Cause to Eliminate (Funding for): Access Visitation, Supervised Visitation, Nov. 29,
2013
and Batterers’ Intervention, PERIOD!!
Nov. 28,
When Family Courts Can Do This, why even Bother to “Fix” them?”
2013
Nov. 24,
Here’s a Feedback Form (and a LONG rant about DV agencies)
2013
Nov. 24,
Top Ten Plus One of Almost 600 published (Minus Most of the Table Talk)
2013
Nov. 24,
Ten Posts, Plus One, of nearly 600 published, Covering Basic Issues (+ abstracts) 2013
Nov. 14,
More “Fun with Funds” from California State Manual (see Media/Uploads post)
2013
Nov. 11,
Look and See, Show and Tell! (Selected Media/Library Exhibits to this blog)
2013
Nov. 11,
My Media/Library Uploads Retrospective– but First, The Context!
2013
Kentucky Courthouse Commentary (mine. File with “Rapidly Expanding Nov. 6,
2013
Programming…)
Who Owns and Operates, and Leases, the Real Estate [and buildings] in which Nov. 6,
2013
Justice is Dispensed?

HHS Grants Database “http://TAGGS.hhs.GOV status” is suddenly inaccessible
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Revisit the Rapid Expansion of the AOC/CFCC/Conciliation Courts Model (Get the Nov. 5,
2013
sense of the flow)
Nov. 1,

What’s with Women Judges forming Nonprofits to run Fatherhood Programs? …. 2013
Happy Hallowe’en and last day of yet another “Domestic Violence [Industry] Oct. 31,
2013
Awareness Month,” R.I.P.
Parents !!! Quit Running in Fix-the-Courts Ruts! // Grow Up and Learn to LOOK Oct. 29,
2013
UP THE CORPS running the Government (including the COURTS!)
Oct. 29,
2013
Oct. 27,
Gravatar, Cont’d…. (2013 Oct)
2013
“Where’s Waldo? and Who’s Your Daddy?” How and Why to Run Background-Checks on Sept. 1,
(any and all) “POLICY,” or “RESOURCE,” or so-called “JUSTICE” Centers["README"] 2013
NAMES: “Center, Council, Judicial, Legislative, Institute…” But WHO they are, and August
30, 2013
how legit, is in the LABEL.
Private Wealth Acquisition / Disposition: Bankers Life and Casualty (1879)- the August
MacArthur Foundation (pre-1978)[incl. Models for Change/Luzerne County, PA] 15, 2013
August 9,
What Centers for ABC___XYZ Policy, Especially “Marriage” Policy, Really Mean: 2013
August 8,
About the Blog, Cont’d from Gravatar Text
2013
Profits and Pitfalls of Intergenerational, Family-Controlled Public Corporations August 2,
2013
(K-V Pharmaceuticals)
Congressional Resource Service — and the Public Can’t Get its reports Timely, or Easily, July 27,
2013
WHY??

My Sidebar Summary, in all its Conversational, Linked “Glory.”
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About the Writing Style (Getting It Out without going PTSD), Locating this in Time
and Space…[also see: My Copy Editing Disclaimer: While I can Copy-Edit for stylistic
consistency, Let's Get Honest: This blog ain't about to be Copyedited." [8/29/2009] And July 24,
why Mihaly Csikszentmihaly [whose name you cannot pronounce?] was right about "flow," i.e., a
2013 (?)
state of "intense emotional involvement" and timelessness that comes from immersive and
challenging activities such as software coding or rock climbing.

(See Endnote (4) for rest of abstract)
WGU (Western Governors’ University) — Public Servant Nonprofits + Technology July 21,
2013
+ Some Clout, a few Gubernatorial Executive Orders, and ….
July 19,
2013
Chicago/Princeton/Harvard Economics Smart (Professor Edwin Glaeser), but with July 18,
2013
an Unfortunately Large Blind Spot
Genzyme, BioEnvision, ImPath, Sanofi – New Strains of Fish in the Ocean of July 17,
2013
Commerce
July 11,
What brings all these companies together in one (electronic) place and for one cause? 2013
July 8,
“Scope of the Issue/Unholy Trinity” (10/2012) and “FAQs on CAFRs” (@7-5-2013) 2013
July 4,
A Testimony for these Times … (hypothetically before an Appropriations Hearing) 2013
June 28,
Public Response to a Private Post comment
2013
A Continuum of Crooks: Grandpa and Friends Funded Hitler; Have Grandson and June 28,
2013
Friends had a Change of Heart?

“The List” of Corporate Fellows – Where was it Found?
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Massive Profits for Trademarked Mass-Marketing** to the Incarcerated Masses.

[Moral Reconation Therapy(tm), Corrections Corp of America:]"Moral Reconation Therapy
(TM)
Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT) is the premiere cognitive-behavioral program for substance abuse
treatment and for criminal justice offenders. Developed in 1985 by Gregory Little, Ed.D., and
Kenneth Robinson, Ed.D. (BELOW)**, more than 120 published reports have documented that
MRT-treated offenders show significantly lower recidivism for periods as long as 20 years after
treatment. Studies show MRT-treated offenders have rearrest and re-incarcertion (sic) rates 25% to 75%
lower than expected. MRT programs are used in 47 states....

June 19,
2013

Same concept as pushing marriage/fatherhood programming through the welfare distribution network. Talk
about "captive audiences" and mass-marketing! There’s even an MRT® Domestic Violence Batterers’
Program (for sale): (See Endnote 4 for rest of abstract)

June 19,

QuickFactChecks on People/Corps Who Work in Supervised Visitation (See last post) 2013
“Comment Submitted To:” (Supervised Visitation, Interlocking Nonprofits, in Minnesota) June 18,
2013
(See Endnote 5 for abstract) (here, just a brief comment actually)
June 14,
2013
An Important Lesson from the Fertile Crescent: What Corporate Christianity June 14,
2013
learned from the Assyrian Empire
June 14,
Myths, Monuments, Monarchies — and Corporations (In Anticipation of Fathers’ Day) 2013

The Eagle Atop the Tree of Peace is Screaming a Warning (a.k.a. The Feminine Fire inSide).
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Michigan Matters (In Maddening Detail, formerly underneath “A Word to the Wise
for Mothers…”) Excerpt:
...travel expenses for DHS employees. A survey of where they are being flown is a clue to MULTI-state national
conferences of public servants. ..The pattern of nationalization and regionalization (again, as financially supported by
taxpayers -- whether from Michigan, or Federal, or Both), is definitely maddening. At what point does this trail get so
complex, that it's clear no one is going to navigate it? … If you finish reading about some of the personnel involved
in the Michigan example below, and also hooked up with the Supervised Visitation/Batterers Intervention Program
industry (which has Coalition based in Michigan as well, logo below), in looking at its board -- I saw several high-ups in
the Michigan DHS department (hardly surprising). Duane M. Wilson, Ismael Ahmed/Stanley M. Stewart (top DHS
leadership), Debi Cain, and others show up in this 2009 report on "out of state travel" expenses. Please browse with
care -- you can see what memberships and conferences some state personnel are being flown to.

June 6,
2013

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/dhs/DHS-Legislative-Sec217-3-PA248-2008-Travel_263086_7.pdf

(See endnotes 6 & 7 for rest of abstract)

In the Beginning, in Hindsight (more on early AFCC newsletters, SVN/CRC, and June 6,
2013
could we have prevented this?)
Why Supervised Visitation (per se) Sucks. Federal Millions, that is (DOJ Grant
2004-WX-AT-K046)
[Topics in this post:Aequitas, APRI, BISC-MI, David Levy, DOJ Audit of VAWA grants, Fernando Mederos, June 6,
Grant 2004-WX-AT-K046, Loretta Frederick BWJP-AFCC alliance, NDAA, Public Employees Private

Nonprofits taking Federal $$, ReadTheir990s!!!!!, shapeshifting nonprofits that take federal grants,
Shelly LaBotte, supervised visitation centers and parenting education providers, SVN, Technical
Assistance & Training ]] (See endnote 8 for important abstract)

2013

Someone Got This Evidence. You Could Too. What's the Follow-Up Plan? June 3,
2013
(Connecticut AFCC/pt.2) (See endnote 9 for Tags | imp’t post!)
Family Justice Centers, revisited (Model Programs with Major Design Flaws) [post
updated 5-31-13]
Tags in this post: (links appear to be active. A “,” separates them):
May 28,
Alameda County Family Justice Center,co-opting grassroots battered women’s movements,Family Justice Center
2013
Alliance,Kansas SRS,Nadia Davis-Lockyer and meth melodrama,Nepotism,Nepotism Cronyism “Family” connections,San
Diego County Family Justice Center,The Urban Family: Domestic Violence Poverty and Parenting (2007 Symposium St Louis
Univ),What DV Groups Don’t Tell Mothers,What happens in California when your aren’t paying attention to your legislature…
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Someone got this Evidence. You Could Too. What’s the Follow Up Plan? May 28,
(Connecticut AFCC/pt.1.)[This post compares and contrasts two forms of reporting. 2013
In a chart -- they are that different]]

Comments Conservation on The Washington Times/Communities CT Court May 24,
2013"Stic
Employees article
ky

ORPHANS: Where The Great Commission meets the Military-Industrial Complex
I had occasion to refer to the CCAI's (Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute's) original street
address of 6723 Whittier Avenue, McLean, Virginia -- which the inset table below points out. "ALWAYS
LOOK UP STREET ADDRESSES OF NONPROFITS!" I dare anyone to connect the dots and tell me
what the American Petroleum Institute has to do with the Christian Evangelism by Adoption Trade, and
why so many Congresspeople are all excited about putting every adoptable infant into a nice Christian
home. While travellng the globe to get them, sponsored by known connections with the very
forces that make them. Orphans, that is. (See endnote 10 for rest of abstract, which however
May 18,
concludes with this:)

“The STREET address of the Board of Christian Alliance For Orphans “CAFO” (above) i looked up, and it 2013
appears to be "Vision Trust International," EIN# 841397081) (notice the mission statement): The EIN# has a
PO Box, but the website shows the same street address as (all) the Directors of Christian Alliance for Orphans
(CAFO) above -- 3710 Sinton Rd #100, Colorado Springs, 80907

Mission Statement Our Mission is to develop orphaned and neglected children into mature
Christians equipped to live in their own culture. We do this by enabling Christian nationals to meet the
physical, educational, emotional and spiritual needs of these children
{{As I said, Evangelism by Adoption. }} {{Maridel Sandberg Speaking in 2014, Alabama) (Orphanology)”

May 16,
2013
Private Equity Winds Changing their Tack? Private Equity = Government Policy, … May 16,
2013
(Errata) [never mind -- just 89 words]

Join or Start a Conversation on Family Court Matters. Jump in Somewhere!
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Private Equity Winds Changing their Tack? Private Equity = Government Policy,
so Pay Attention!
Unless a lifetime of welfare, begging, or fighting in the courts sounds like fun, I suggest people learn to get a
grip (understand), if not from me, from someone better equipped to relate this -- about which way the winds are
blowing, which is to say, which way the money (income-producing assets, aka "wealth") is flowing.We ought to
have a post -- or a page at a minimum -- on the Carlyle Group (a very interesting history), at a minimum at least May 16,
150 years of recent history spanning two or three continents (like: United States, Europe (London, Germany, the
2013
Netherlands, etc. -- and Africa). I got a start on another blog over at:
✦ Ruthless Giants, Magnificent Philanthropists (Cecil Rhodes, Andrew Carnegie, Our World Today"

✦ And John D. Rockefeller
✦ Fueling, Feeding (and Vaccinating) the World: From Oxford to Harvard to D.C.
[Jan 2017 comment -_ The Carlyle Group now making news for its large stake in MacDonalds,
China & Hong Kong| [See also “Iron Triangle”]]
….(See rest of this abstract on Endnotes 11 & 12, and the next row)
Private Equity Winds Changing their Tack? Private Equity = Government Policy, so Pay Attention!
[SAME Post -- I wanted to list which Foundations, however, on this TOC]:
(See rest of this abstract on Endnotes 11 & 12, and previous row’s description)
[I believe this is a quote from Walter Burien -- see post!]

Through collective government investments from all individual governments across the United States,
the government owns most of the major corporations in America, and beyond. I’ll say it again, in a
different way. Collectively, through investment, the United States government owns most major
corporations and just about everything else in America.

Look at a recent {{as of post date/2013}} Wall Street Journal on how Private Equity Buyout May 16,
Firms are now Building -- Dams -- instead:
2013

PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS Build Instead of Buy" May 14, 2013, Wall Street Journal, in "Markets." See photo:

The private-equity firm Blackstone, branching out from corporate takeovers, built a
hydropower dam, above, on the White Nile in Uganda. BUJAGALI, Uganda—A new dam at the
headwaters of the White Nile, nearly 20 years in the making, generates almost half of this East African
country's electricity. Its owner isn't a state utility or an energy giant. It is Blackstone Group LP, best known for
corporate takeovers. The private-equity firm built the dam with partners and has a contract with
energy-hungry Uganda to sell it power at rates that ensure profits for Blackstone for years to come.
{{THNK ABOUT IT. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED. NOW THE BALL IS IN YOUR COURT....}}
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CDRC and Friends: Ever Wonder How All that Mediation, Alternate Dispute May 15,
Resolution, etc. Got passed?:
2013?
May 16, 2013 AND updated,Additions: March 20, 2014

Flipping Cause and Effect: AFCC Rhetoric in Action: Got Custody Killings? Blame May 15,
2013
it on the Bad Language.

Flipping Cause and Effect: (Footnotes to the 5/15/2013 post)
{{Excerpt, an AFCC father's ex-attorney commenting on the Seal Beach (Calif) 7-person massacre / hover
cursor over title}} **Don Eisenberg from California appears to be a Super Attorney and a member of ACFLS
with a Long Beach, California office. This father already had shared custody.

Here's the quote:
Who Is Scott Dekraai? A Closer Look At The Hair Salon Killer [RadarOnLine, Oct. 13, 2011] By Adam S.
Levy Radar Staff Writer ... We’ve got more details for you about Scott Evans Dekraai, the 42-year-old
Huntington Beach man who’s suspected of murdering his ex-wife Michelle — and seven others — on a
shooting rampage Wednesday at the Seal Beach, California hair salon she worked at.…. Dekraai’s
former attorney Don Eisenberg concurred, saying he had “no reason to suspect a thing. “I know they
had a difficult relationship, but that’s nothing that would foreshadow a tragedy life this,” Eisenberg, who
said he hasn’t spoken to Dekraai in two years, told the website.

May 15,
2013

May 10,

So, Who wrote the PBI-published Guide to Pennsylvania’s “New Child Custody Act”? 2013

Tax-Exempt Institutes, Associations, and Foundations Influence the Courts May 9,
2013
(Pennsylvania)
Well Ain’t that Something: PBI coaching Judges and Attorneys on How to Set Up May 5,
2013
Nonprofits…
AFCC — A Users’ Manual (Intro).. and (for now), some of “Arizona”

April 11,
2013

Christian Social Services: Taking Federal Funds to Replenish the Ranks of the Faithful April 7,
{{SEE BOTTOM OF THIS Table of Contents page (on the blog) for a sample Chart: of Bethany
2013
Christian Services HHS grants}}
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“On the Road to Emmaeus,” When Life Demands a Major Shift in Understanding"
[It was a tough season for yours truly. Also judging by the the topics (tags) for this post:]
[tags for post:] "Adoption Industry, All Americans should learn to Track Government Spending, Another Easter
2013, Bethany Christian Services, CFDA 93007, Christianity + Extra HHS Funds = Theocracy (=Patriarchy),
~Church Membership Replenishment– as Adult Battered Women and Single Mothers Exit the Ranks in
Disgust, ~CryoEmbryo Donation Awareness Campaign (CFDA 93007), Federally Baptized Evangelism by
Adoption, foster care industry, In an Evangelizing Recruiting World Independent (Thinking) Parents and Adults
are Contraindicated, Is HHS selling Babies at cost?, MARE (Michigan Adoption Resource Exchange),
Minority Status as “Special Needs” Adoption Category, On the Road to Emmaeus – Then and Now, Privatizing
Government Conceals Conflicts of Interest, Processing a Shift in Consciousness"

April 5,
2013

(See rest of this abstract on Endnotes 13 and (2017) #14) Excerpt from abstract in Endnote:
So, this post got its start an "Adoption Opportunities" grant series I found (foster care and adoption
has been on my mind a while -- see page in Children's Law Centers (NCLN) which thrive off this -- and
this industry has affected family courts also, by way of promoting the use of GALs for custody cases with
even a smidgen of conflict (or domestic violence). To better understand it, please read the comments
thread at the bottom of the March 30, 2013 post...…

March

National Top Domestic Violence/Child Custody Experts continue trying to Dumb Down Moms 30, 2013
GALs Gone Wild — and Overbilling, Under-reporting Income (Connecticut, March
29, 2013
Minnesota, Pennsylvania)
March

Children’s Law Center Minnesota’s leads off with Toxic Propaganda about Mothers 28, 2013
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Responsible Citizenhood 101 — Look It Up! Marriage/Fatherhood HHS Funding Minnesota!
(Children's Institute, Los Angeles; Nonprofit Tricks of the Trade, a short How-To) *Read Me*
Tags for post (if you're from Minnesota, hint, hint...): “FAMILY STRENGTHENING PROJECT”, “G/ESM FATHER
PROJECT’S PATHWAYS TO RESPONSIBLE FATHERHOOD “, “MINNEAPOLIS PROJECT PROMOTING FATHERHOOD”,
“RESPONSIBLE FATHERHOOD SINGLE ACTIVITY GRANT LEVEL 1: MEN IN THE MAKING”, 020499885 DUNS, 060470564
DUNS, 062832638 DUNS, 9449090935 DUNS, Advokids (Frank Cervone- PA member of NCLN), Andrew Freeberg,
Bernadette Dohrn-NCLN, CFDA 93086, CHILDREN’S LAW CENTERS, Elizabeth McMillan, Eric McCoy, Grant
90FK0007, Grant 90FK0016, Grant 90FR0022, Grant 90FR0028, Grant 90FR0033, Grant 90FR0068, Hennepin County
MN, HHS Deceptive Labeling in Fatherhood Grants, How to do TAGGS lookups, John Turnipseed, Kelly Matter,
Mark-Peter Lundquist, Michael Bischoff, Minnesota Council on Crime and Justice (=welfare), Minnesota Fatherhood,
Minnesota involvement in NCLN, NCLN =National Children’s Law Center Network, Pamela Alexander,
Ramsey County MN, Resource Inc (FR Grantee, Sheila Olson, Thomas L. Johnson, Urban Ventures Leadership
Foundation

Published

March
25, 2013

March 6,

“Finding Ground Zero in Connecticut,” the Underground Economy in an AFCC Courthouse? 2013
How VERY Pushy People got the Paradigm Shifted to Problem-solving February
17, 2013
Courts/No-Fault Divorce
How a 1952 Divorce Opinion was Leveraged into Pushing the Conciliation Court February
13, 2013
Model and No-Fault Divorce
FUND-a-Mentals of Conciliation Court: State Codes, Jurisdiction Grab, Federal February
9, 2013
Grants, Personnel
February

FUND-a-Mentals of Conciliation Court: Who Holds the Keys to the Vault / See the Matrix 9, 2013
A Stunning Validation by Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson: The Assault on Truth, The
Origins of Psychoanalysis -

In this blog, I have wished to focus more on economics and operations of courts, grants, corporations, etc.
than of rhetoric or ideology. This post is an exception.
February
[THIS POST STAYS IN MOTION (REVISION) AS I LEARN MORE, AND IS CRITICAL TO UNDERSTANDING THE
"HEARTBEAT" OF THE FAMILY LAW SYSTEM,* IN MY OPINION, AS WELL AS THOSE WHO SEEK TO FIX IT.
MAKING A DECISIONS (YES, OR NO) ON THE CONTENT IS A GAME-CHANGER. PLEASE CONSIDER!!!]

5, 2013

(See rest of this abstract on Endnote 15)

README!! There is in the State Treasury the Family Law Trust Fund….

Jan. 27,
2013
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Without a Prayer For Relief: Investigative Reporter Betsy Combier Jan. 24,
2013
(ParentAdvocates.org) connects the Dots at Madison Avenue Presby
"Exposing and Prosecuting Judicial Corruption through Common Law Discovery”
Jan. 24,
(1997 Interview) (...with Marv Bryer)
README/CRITICAL/"GET THIS!!
File this Article under "What a Difference One Person can Make, if that person: Has Guts, Will Obtain 2013
Evidence, Look at Evidence, Come to Logical Conclusion regarding Evidence Obtained AND Publicize It!)

Hardly Breaking News, But Still True: “Black People and the Tavistock Institute” Jan. 24,
2013
(2009 post)
How I Learn (You Can Too) from High-Profile Custody Cases: Genia Shockome, *Jan. 24,
2013
Viola Stroud, Barry Goldstein, etc.
STILL Too Hot to Touch with a Ten-Foot Pole? Supervised Visitation Racketeering Jan. 9,
2013
(Shockome/Viola Stroud case) and Professionalization (SVNetwork.org) etc.
Interesting Bedfellows, and the Speckled Background of Psychology in America
Excerpt: Last April [=2012]I wrote a post Why Watching Conference Agenda is Crucial:
Cummings Foundation, Behavioral Health Promotion, and "Our" "Broken" Family Court System.
and did some research on this topic, after hearing about a March 2012 conference in Arizona -- a very interesting
state from the family law perspective for several reasons (among them a major AFCC chapter, the origination of
the Fathers and Families Coalition of America began there, a certain Republican legislator (Mark Anderson) was
also a Unification Church (i.e. the late Rev. Sun Myung Moon) member, and a certain marriage-promotion
organization with ties to the Godzich family, called "National Association of Marriage Enhancement," the Godziches
also have some connections to G.W. Bush, and a number of issues relative to this blog, and interesting in their
own right.. . Here comes some more of the same. File under, "I told you so!":
Jan. 7,

Cummings Foundation Launches Congressional Initiative to Fix Broken Family Courts
Notice that link is from the NCSDV.org website.

2013

http://www.ncdsv.org/images/ CF_LaunchesCongressionalInitiativeToFixBrokenFamilyCourts_10-22-2012.pdf
....NCSDV formed in 1998 with this statement:

(See rest of this abstract on Endnote 16, which concludes, that’s my quip:)
While Coordinated Communities Consolidate Philosophies and Increase Credibility -- the fact is, they
also "Incorporate Conflicts of Interest while Centralizing Control" -- and hence strengthen their
initiatives, while silencing alternative, unfunded, and non-collaborationist lone-wolves, who just might
be howling out the truth in the middle of the night.
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(see above row; this isn’t another post)
This is an ADDED row to insert (image only, of ) updated CDC Foundation,
Georgia Table (wouldn’t fit in Endnote). This foundation (says one of the details) was created by

federal statute -- but it is still functioning as a donation-taking private entity and in (YE 2015) shown, the vast majority of
its grants were labeled on Pt. VIII Revenues Line 1 “other,” i.e. Non-government, and many going direct to CDC the
government unit, in Atlanta, GA, out of $145M receipts total. Major activity in Sub-Saharan Africa (See Sched. F).
“SEE SCHEDULE O THE CDC FOUNDATION HELPS THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
AND PREVENTION (CDC)DO MORE, FASTER, BY FORGING EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIPS
BETWEEN CDC AND CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
N/A
TO FIGHT THREATS TO HEALTH AND SAFETY”

(added
row for
prev.
Listed
post)

Dec. 31,
2012
Year In Review: On Dec. 3rd, a 2011 Post on Unaudited Title IV Incentives Tops Dec. 31,
2012
the Charts..

A Few FAQs on Major Family Court Programs. [revised 2014]

“Mother Says” — Words to the Wise for Women in Custody Challenges

Dec. 25?,
2012

Dec. 25,
2012
Dec. 16,
How It’s Done: Government by Private Nonprofit / ForProfit Alliances:
2012
Kickbacks Push Atypical Antipsychotics to Drug Locked up Kids, Elderly and Dec. 13,
2012
Disabled, Using Public Money

Mystic Emotions, Spirituality, Fables, Bibles — (briefly)
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Unsafe for Human Consumption? The Leftovers of Government-by-the-People Dec. 7,
[a.k.a. The Day After Thanksgiving]
2012
[Reflections on Social Security Trust Fund, Namibia (Shark Islands), the 1918 Blue Book Assyrian empire]

Holy Giant Squid! (Our Govt’s Amazing Anatomy and Habits) or is it, Rodin’s “The Dec. 6,
2012
Thinker (Sitting Over the Gates of Hell)”?
Dec. 4,
Proof that Governments are Essentially Commerce, with Guns

2012
Dec. 3,
Governments are for the Corporations; As Then, So Now
2012
Dec. 1,
Why Middle Class Education only Serves the Elite by Controlling the Poor
2012
[Cecil Rhodes et al.]
Nov. 20,
Government -- Same Turkey Outside, but Who Changed the Stuffing?
[Fitts (financial coups d'etat), Burien, CAFRs]
2012
Nov. 17,
Whither, Oh Father(hood), shall I flee from thy presence? (A Few FAQs)
2012
Nov. 15,
General Blog Announcement - Check Links, Recent Posts and/or Cold,Hard.Fact$ 2012
Are you a Citizen Intermediary? Then read the USA CAFR 2011 & what the GAO Nov. 12,
2012
Audit thinks of it. (Then relay the message, because MSM won’t!)
Courts=Govt=Business,Part III: Stunning 2011 Admissions from the USA GAO to The Nov. 12,
President and Congress: USA Can’t Really Audit Itself, and DNK where it stands financially 2012
Nov. 12,
Family Courts, Part of Government= Business. Part II, Details:
2012
Novembe
Family Courts are Part of Government = Business Systems. Part I
11, 2012
Nov. 9,
About CAPITALs, COURTS and TRUSTS (hint: the Social Security Act is regarding a “Trust”) 2012
Nov. 7,
About Dog and Pony Shows, and another Beast….(post-election perspective)
2012
[Namibian History, Diamond Cartels/Epstein]
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IS Baltimore Rising (Inc)? City CPA audits HHS “Mentoring Children of Nov. 6,
2012
Incarcerated Parents” Grant, again
Domestic Violence == more Poverty == more seeking help from TANF== more Nov. 3,
2012
Fatherhood/ Marriage Programming
Oct. 31,
2012
Oct. 30,
WHAT is a “Resource,” Corporately Speaking? NFRC // fatherhood.gov
2012
Spelling It Out Again, Basic Players, Basic Blueprints [yawn...][well, we'd better Oct. 28,
2012
not, actually...]
Oct. 27,
Christian Sects 2: Progressive Mormon Feminist (??) on Mitt, Back in the Day.... 2012
Countering Global Wealth Consolidation 1. Isn't Optional 2. Means Change Your Oct. 25,
2012
Mindset.
Oct. 25,
What It's Still About....(... in Summer 2013)
2012
The Profits Are in the Investments (ROI), Mergers/Acquistions, Sales, Dividends Oct. 24,
2012
etc. -- not the Wages!

Troubled by Trauma Today, while Debating FR Rhetoric…

"CUT IT OUT!! -- NO MORE !!!
FEDERAL HHS GRANTS TO EVANGELICAL
CHURCH PLANTS, ABUSE-EXCUSERS, NEW-AGE GURUS, SPIRITUAL
PSYCHOLOGISTS -- ALL OF THEM!"
Excerpt (it starts):

I got really irritated on looking a few of these groups pushing marriage curricula, and networking with
their out-of-state-buddies (and HHS), and basically so long as the grants come, who cares about the
integrity of the subject matter? I’m a woman. I also am a mother.. . . The problem is Bipartisan — and
neither political party is my friend right now. Hypocrites!

Oct. 12,
2012

HHS Grantees...How many Evangelizing, How many Hypnotizing, How many Oct. ??,
2012
Simply Disappeared?
HHS' Grants Database (TAGGS) isn't "Close enough for Jazz."
Sept. 30,
[Rec. Read-Wallerstein"Center for Family in Transition", WAIT (Abstinence), NARME, 2012
SMARTMARRIAGES.com, and technical issues with the database. Organizational namechanges, etc.]
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OVW Funding and eCommerce @ Duluth Abuse Intervention Programs = In Sept. 29,
2012
WHOSE Best Interest?
Sept. 27,

Technical Assistance and Training = Silencing Mothers' Voices, Taking their Money... 2012

Sept. 26,
2012
README: How Mandatory Mediation in Family Law "Emerged" from 35 ADR Sept. 26,
2012
Pioneers (incl. Dir of Dispute Resolution @ Pepperdine U.)
Mandatory Mediation, Marriage-Mongering, Faith-based Fatherhood Mentoring, @ Sept. 24,
2012
Malibu (Pepperdine U)

Certain things, in Life, in America, are simply "Foundational"....Central(ized)..

THIS CONCLUDES TABLE OF POSTS (range as labeled above, compilation as of Jan. 11, 2017).
My Blog contains more posts ranging from
beginning of blog (Spring 2009) - earlier in Sept. 2012),
But these have not yet been tabulated or any “Table of Contents” with links provided for them yet.

ENDNOTES (moving previously added Abstracts from the table above) OCCUPY PP. 21-37 herein,
also includes some images I added.)
“ENDNOTES” (1/page) START ON NEXT PAGE. For list of Endnotes with accompanying titles, see
top of this document.
ANY EXTRA BLANK SPACE HERE
(and some within Endnotes also, it appears only one endnote is allowed per page)
UNINTENTIONAL
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1 Yes, Broken Courts, Flawed Practices, and the Parade of Fools (Pt.1(a) Intro, Context).
[this abstract continued on next endnote, #2]
Example: Here's an individual blogger ("abatteredmother.wordpress.com") April 2011 blog re-posting the 2002 information
by Cindy Ross, *which summarizes it succinctly. But what's a lowly blogger, or battered mother, compared to Coalitions of
Published Experts?
*AFCC was originally established in California as the means to enact Conciliation Court Law (CA Family Codes 1800-1852), an
obscure set of codes used to prevent divorce in counties where the court itself deems it necessary to “promote the public
welfare by preserving, promoting, and protecting family life and the institution of matrimony”. [15] While the Conciliation
Court identifies children’s rights to “both parents”, it is used only to assist fathers take custody away from mothers and/or to
otherwise gain inappropriate or illegal “access” to children. Enacting Conciliation Court Law gives the family court jurisdiction
over domestic violence cases, in violation of appropriate family codes and “child’s best interests” laws.
[CONCILIATION COURTS = a major JURISDICTION GRAB] How does structuring conciliation codes and forming conciliation
courts to re-classify domestic violence and child abuse help nonviolent men and good fathers? Not much!! Should this be
corrected by better-trained experts, or retraction of the problematic legislation and associated courts set up steer profits to
cronies?] I have to consider the timeframe of initial exposure of the federally-incentivitized "train-the-trainers" racket (at least
by Year 2002) to the decision to set up a series of conferences NOT exposing the racket run by people back then already
informed of it, 2003ff. And I did -- see 3/29/2014 post, "A Different Kind of Attention," As such, they have habitually misled
(failed to properly inform) devotees on the relationship between the federal and state government, the influence of key
nonprofit corporations staffed by judges, custody evaluators, parent coordinators, and GALs on family law and family and
conciliation courts. [2013 Family Courts in Crisis Newsletter references AFCC in one speaker bio, but says nothing about who it
is, or what it represents].
A ten-year roster of BMCC speakers does not feature anyone who has exposed this, or is likely to. Dr. Phyllis Chesler (hover
cursor on BMCC link, above), writes on major, politically and internationally relevant issues, particularly Islamic gender apartheid and its
consequences to women. [note: as of date of the post, which was June 29, 2014]
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2 In

"The Violent Oppression of Women in Islam" (by Spencer/Chesler, co. 2007 David Horowitz
Freedom Center), " readers are informed that the problems in American society (i.e. oppression of
women) are "trivial" and a "narcissistic obsession" of feminists:

“Feminists realize that they will become increasingly irrelevant if they do not break free of their narcissistic obsession with
the trivial problems they find in American society and look to the Muslim world where women are violently oppressed in
real time every day of their lives. “(fr. p. 13 of 17pp)
[**hover cursor over both links for my comments. This is a cached version, current website is "down for a bit")] Trivial problems
by comparison -- true, but, BMCC deals with the US court system. Dr. Chesler has been aware of the federal incentives to the
courts since at least 2005.
From California (at the same 2013 BMCC conference), "CPPA" all but claims ownership of "the protective mothers'
movement."
BMCC Sat 5/11/13 a.m. (same link), combined session after break: 10:30 -11:30 .......CONNIE VALENTINE, MARALEE
MCLEAN, & DAMON:The Protective Mothers Movement: History in the Making
We will give a sweeping overview of historical precedents leading up to and creating the current crisis in the
family courts. This crisis has resulted in over a million children being given to their identified batterers and molesters.
Connie Valentine has been a major activist and leader in the protective mothers movement over the past two
decades. Maralee McLean is a protective mother and author of Prosecuted But Not Silenced: Courtroom Reform for
SexuallyAbused Children. Sarah Schottenstein is one of the courageous kids who were “raised by the courts” and are
now speaking out
While these groups provide temporary comfort and contact among traumatized, distressed, or outraged parents, a warm,
nurturing, or discharge-my-outrage, blanket for that trauma and distress and a sense of purpose, they are also selling
(false) hope and treating adult mothers like children by omitting KEY factors in the field. What's more, the typical
presenter (professional or published author, not referring to nonprofessional mothers telling horror stories) are less
than honest about who else they have all along been "friends with," which displays an agenda. Prepare to have that
blanket away, properly -- it's not protection anyhow! (and don't shoot the messenger!). It begins:
Between "Pts.1" [1a and 1b] and "Pt.2" I expect to post more material on the Family Court Enhancement Project ("FCEP"),
which I understand is all the talk about town (i.e., on the internet in these circles (use your search function to find some of it...).
So the title of this blog refers to a series. It is a natural continuation of the recent (and from May 2012) "Parades, Charades and
Facades," and my posting this is keeping a personal promise (to myself) for the year 2014, to expose what's underneath the
rhetoric.
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3 July 24, 2013(?) About the Writing Style (Getting It Out without going PTSD), Locating this in Time
and Space…[also see: My Copy Editing Disclaimer: While I can Copy-Edit for stylistic consistency,
Let's Get Honest: This blog ain't about to be Copyedited." [8/29/2009]
Flow and the psychology of discovery and invention A beautiful statement. In fact, I'm putting it at the
top of this post!That mode, I think, has been the norm for me, professionally and in general in life; and
I gravitated towards where it was a work and social asset. Generally speaking, I remember being happy
- not without crises, but engaged in problemsolving and forward movement, and when change was
called for, changing directions (as a single person).Then, there was the marriage -- and it was domestic
violence, battering, constant interruption, and some close brushes (too many) with becoming a
"domestic dispute" statistic, with kids. I could not work the former type of work "traumatized" or receive
its healing powers to buffer from the other assaults, very real threats on my immediate future in the
form of eliminating a sustainable work life, as well as primary relationships with my children and
becoming a marginalized person -- because THANKS TO THESE COURTS, it can go on almost endlessly,
and there's little way to force a nonviolent ending to any of the legal and fiscal issues!
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The MRT Domestic Violence Batterer’s Program The MRT® Domestic Violence program is an evidence-based process designed to meet

all minimum standards for Batterers’ Intervention Programs. The Bringing Peace to Relationships workbook [@$10; facilitator's guides,
@$25] is based on the guiding principle and outline of our MRT power and control program approach and is appropriate for both male
and female batterers. The MRT approach uses a positive group dynamic to alter inappropriate thought and behavior in batterers. The MRT
model is a cognitive-behavioral program designed to change how batterers think (beliefs) and change behavior to one of equality and
acceptance.*** The designers of the MRT® cognitive-behavioral approach have long seen behavior as learned and capable of being
changed through altering beliefs and habits

Whether or not that behavior IS capable of being changed, the profits are made in the certification of people to run the
classes, and in the running of them. See "Exposing and Prosecuting...." post
Most people aren't aware that the FAMILY courts are actually modeled after DRUG Courts, and at their essence stem from the
Behavioral Health field. Which means, ordering services and classes to get that behavior altered. Many people end up in
family court after being unable to personally shift criminal behaviors in a partner, i.e., child abuse or domestic violence.
For those, see the blurb here on "CCI" (Privately held company which developed, after behavioral modification techniques
were developed on federal prison population in Tennessee, 1979-1983:
Correctional Counseling, Inc.: The initial development and testing of the MRT method occurred between 1979 and
1983 at the Federal Correctional Institute in Memphis, Tennessee. In 1985, a refined version of MRT was implemented
in a Drug Treatment therapeutic community prison program at the Shelby County Correction Center which is now
known as the Shelby County Division of Correction. Correctional Counseling was formed in 1987as a subsidiary of a
privately held behavioral health hospital company. In 1990 CCI was established as free standing privately held
company to further design, research and implement programs that can make a difference in people’s lives. Since
then, the firm has delivered cognitive-behavioral treatment programs to hundreds of correctional agencies and more
than 1 million offenders under these agencies’ supervision. In 1987 CCI began offering workshop trainings and
consulting services to correctional agencies to implement cognitive-behavioral treatment programs. Dr. Robinson
remains the firm’s president today
Dr. Robinson: "Dr. Robinson received his Doctor of Education degree in educational psychology and
counseling and his Master of Science degree in psychology from Memphis State University. "
MRT(tm) moves to California's overflowing prisons, AB109, 2011
So we see the fields of education and psychology thrive when there are captive audiences and many
masses to test techniques on. (cf. compulsory K-12 education)...The public funds most of this, but the
profits generated are often private. AS ARE some of the prisons (see "CCA" and "shareholders")
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5June 17, 2013, “Comment Submitted To:” (Supervised Visitation, Interlocking Nonprofits, in Minnesota)
Excerpt: Conceptual Thinking (understanding systems) is Essential to Freedom. Networking for

mutual self-support groups is wonderful, but failure by support groups to scout why one needed them
to start with, is suicidal, in the long run. Support groups simply go form their silos of information and
shun information which doesn't fit with the status quo.
This is a great way to overspecialize and become an extinct species. We HAVE to be able to speak a
language that incorporates understanding of the systems that structure our lives. We aren't. There
are crackups, domestic violence, gang violence, and various kinds of "roadkill," to which people have
conveniently (for those who DO understand systems, and own them) self-separated into their groups
by label: Protective Mothers, Battered Mothers, Fathers' Rights, Family Values vs. Pro Choice, etc.
Have you ever seen skilled sheepdogs in action? Consider what they do -- they face off with the sheep;
one dog can control a sizable clump. Now -- who does the sheepdog answer to and who feeds and
trains him? Now, who pays the man (or woman, I suppose) who trains, feeds, and runs the sheepdogs?
The real question is, who owns the ranch. And that's what family court reform groups (male or female)
simply forget to specialize in, and train each other to respond to signals from, that is, to respond as
the owner of the ranch might -- not as the sheep might.
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6 June 6, 2013 Michigan Matters (In Maddening Detail, formerly underneath “A Word to the Wise
for Mothers…”) (see also Endnote 7 continuation)
Nevertheless, there are still clues. First of all, when a Governor declares it's National Fatherhood
month, that is talking about getting grants, and redistributing. .... Another issue (not dealt with
here, but to be aware of), is that fatherhood funding (and that could either be for marketing
curriculum, or outreach to provide free legal advice in custody matters; both show up) is often directed
to or through Children's Trust Funds (in various states).As often happens when I go look for an example
for such a statement, I end up finding something even more extensive and disturbing. It's like a
bottomless chasm. This time was no exception, but I had the sense to know it belongs in a separate
post.... Arrrgh!!!
To understand some of this is to wish never to go back to "numb and dumb" again. And I know people
who have been put homeless by these programs, which wouldn't have been, without them. That's six
feet higher than some people who have been killed because of the insane insistence that gender
matters more than character when it comes to kids. It doesn't! .... However, that alone is more about
marketing than anything else, I believe.
These organizations know very well that there are federal (and through federal, state, county,
etc.) funding streams arranged around certain themes. These are the irrigation system (outflow)
from the centralized collection system we now know as the United States of America (Federal
Government). So they set themselves up to get the grants.
If you finish reading about some of the personnel involved in the Michigan example below, and also
hooked up with the Supervised Visitation/Batterers Intervention Program industry (which has Coalition
based in Michigan as well, logo below), in looking at its board -- I saw several high-ups in the Michigan
DHS department (hardly surprising). Duane M. Wilson, Ismael Ahmed/Stanley M. Stewart (top DHS
leadership), Debi Cain, and others show up in this 2009 report on "out of state travel" expenses. Please
browse with care -- you can see what memberships and conferences some state personnel are being
flown to.
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/dhs/DHS-Legislative-Sec217-3-PA248-2008-Travel_263086_7.pdf

People in each state ought to get hold of their respective reports, to see what their leadership (gov't
HHS dept) has been up to in: fatherhood promotion, child support enforcement, marriage promotion,
DV prevention, and a WHOLE lot more. . . .(this is fascinating detail -- as we are paying Federal and
State funding) airfare for our own employees to fly around the country and be trained in private
nonprofit association conferences how to help (or screw) the public better -- or at least in a more
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7 (cont’d. from Endnote 6, Post June 6, 2013 Michigan Matters (In Maddening Detail, formerly underneath
“A Word to the Wise for Mothers…”) )
Added 1/9/2017 during reformatting of this TOC for wordprocess & printout, along with other TOCs on this blog)..Since
writing the post in 2013, I learned how to show images from web pages, and began to focus (as I recall) more on the
tax returns of court- (or here, jail-) connected nonprofits.). Again, talk about a “captive” audience for the first pilot trials of
something which would be a real money-maker for those who trademarked it. Look (para 2 image) where it’s in use!)
If I were reviewing this post, I’d also take a closer look at who evaluated it, i.e., “Washington Policy Institute” as a
nonprofit, assuming it is one.
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8 June 6, 2013, Post: Why Supervised Visitation (per se) Sucks. Federal Millions, that is (DOJ Grant

2004-WX-AT-K046)
Excerpt: There are people who make a living in evaluating federally -funded grants programs, such as Safe

Exchange and Supervised Visitation. I have made a survey of the field, and a quick check of one of the major
international nonprofit associations of providers, Supervised Visitation Network, and based on my sampling, plus
field experiences, and supported by two DOJ/OIG audits of a certain grant promoting supervised visitation to
both providers (regarding the fathers) and to Mothers, to indoctinate them into accepting the situation, I have
come to the essential evaluation (which no DOJ grant was used in producing): Supervised Visitation, per se,
Sucks My Field Exhibits includes two DOJ audits of Grant 2004-WX-AT-K046 (and related), and how grantees
responded to being caught defrauding customers, i.e., US taxpayers. They regrouped and did it again
elsewhere. You can sometimes spot these on the fly: Looks like another one:…
USDOJ Audit Reports are grouped into "By Component" and "External." Notice the the OVW is "External" See next
link to view the OVW audits, of which I randomly (really! in general, I was interested in Pennsylvania's DV
groups) chose to audit a certain one, and found material for this post... Office on Violence Against Women
External Reports The Audit Division reports on the expenditure of federal funds by certain recipients of grants
from the Office on Violence Against Women (OVW). ...
Page "3" footnote of PCAR audit, "Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape", referencing $4 million (4 Technical
Assistance Grants) to PCAR fround $336K of questionable costs. The other (April 2010) audit was not to PCAR, but
to the nonprofit NDAA, covering $16 million (16 grants) of which $4 million of questionable costs came up.
Some of these questionable costs covered the Grant mentioned in this title, and to APRI (American Prosecutors
Research Institute), which I happen to know some battered women love to quote as it talks about PAS. However,
they don't look at the financial angle enough to understand they just quoted an organization engaged in
questionable financial practices!). That Grant 30-10-0001 is linked to & mentioned again below.

My evaluation approach differs radically from approaches by, say, Dr. Daniel G. Saunders, Professor of
Social Work a UMichigan, that Barry Goldstein keeps quoting and holding out as "new light" on how to
protect children. While he and his colleagues publish - and do not perish-- about these matters, we
mothers (and fathers) (and taxpayers) ARE perishing surrounding the topic. I think I might blog that
separately, but just FYI, he [Saunders] is on the same TYPE of grants streams as these other technical
training and service providers.
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9 June 3, 2013, Someone Got This Evidence. You Could Too. What's the Follow-Up Plan?

(Connecticut AFCC/pt.2)
Tags from this post (“X’s” separate them)

X " State employees are accused of using their position to promote a judicial branch vendor]]" CT 5-20-2013 article
X"Conference shines the light on the plight of battered mothers seeking custody" 5-10-2013 Washington Post article
promoting BMCC
X"Follow the Money-Find the Billings and Vendors" vs. "Tell Our Stories-Hold a Vigil" approach
X"New Haven Family Alliance" listed as FFCA Affiliate. Wake up!
X and commissions! (CT Judicial)
X Arizona Fathers and Families Coalition (dba Fathers and Families Coalition of America) Jeffrey Leving + CJH Services
(=HHS grantee too)
X AX FFCA has divided US into 5 regions (conferences to obtain Healthy Marriage Responsible Fatherhood (HMRF) HHS
funding
XBarry Goldstein "Time's Up!" Blog squelching comments on money trail
XBarry Goldstein promoting "Dr. Daniel Saunders" USDOJ Study
X BMCC
X California Budgetary/Legal Basis reports linked (for an example to track actual fund#s in CT)
X Conflict of Interest
X Connecticut Committe on Judicial Ethics
X HHS 10 Federal Regions listed
X http://www.osc.ct.gov/public.htm (Connecticut Comptroller's Public Resources Page)
X Judge Maureen M. Murphy (CT former GAL)
X Male Involvement Network & New Haven Family Alliance [came up again in my blogging, 2016]
X task forces
X The Merry Month of May 2013 in WaPo and Washingtion Times
X (UnificationChurch-related) re Family Court advocacy
X Two Diff't Angles of Approach to Family Court Advocacy
X Watch the committees (should’ve read: ...commissions, and task forces):
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Where The Great Commission meets the

Military-Industrial Complex
I know why certain kinds of Christians are interested. They believe (have been indoctrinated into) Matthew 28:18 "The
Great Commission" --I also can kind of deduce why the Board Members of the Congressional Coalition on Adoption
Institute (CACI) might be heavily interested in maintaining close connections with Protestant Evangelical Franchise
Operations and their mighty networks, and expertise at creating nonprofits under the religious umbrella.
[But] The next question that comes up -- why are you and I funding and tolerating this? Have we, too, been
indoctrinated that it's somehow for our own good to connect helpless abandoned (presumably) infants from the
corners of the globe with some of the most powerful institutions, and corporations, around -- like the US Congress, a
major private equity firm driven by its close connections with the American Intelligence Industry (CIA, etc.), and -well, let's just take a look at it, OK? Is there no limit on this insanity, and our passivity?
[This post...] belongs back with the "On the Road to Emmaeus" and ""Christian Social Services: Replenishing the Ranks
of the Faithful (Bethany Christian Services posts, ca. Eastertime, 2013.

6723 Whittier, McLean, VA (Always Look Up Street Addresses!!!)**
Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute -- 6723 Whittier, McLean, VA (EIN# 542035617; 2002 return, p.6 it's signed
by Kerry M. Hasenbalg, Exec. Dir.) Association of Former Intelligence Officers, INC.
(@ 2009; also see
light-pink-background Section below). =6723 Whittier Avenue, Suite 200, McLean, VA 22101-4533 Christian Alliance For
Orphans --2008 return, 11/09; street address 6723 Whittier, McLean, VA (Treas Scott Hasenbalg)* (*All officers read from
Colorado Springs; interesting.... The link, however is to yet another nonprofit, "Show Hope" (Shaohannah's Hope) in
honor of an young Chinese orphan adopted by Christian contemporary musician Steve Chapman, and inadvertently
run over (and killed) in the driveway of their home by one of the teenaged boys... {{From the Tax Return showing a
6723 Whittier, McLean, VA and all the officers in Colorado Springs -- the only paid officer shown is

Maridel Sandberg. Look at her LINKEDIn.}} (That "Poundpuplegacy" link is a good one....) (return to Table,
May 18, 2013 row (this post) for the last paras of Abstract)
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11 May 6, 2013 Private Equity Winds Changing their Tack? Private Equity = Government Policy, so Pay Attention!
I figure there are different approaches: Passive -- let someone else deal with it, and think about it,
and go back to work (thereby contributing to the problem -- by contributing to the investment platform
which, given a little attention, it's pretty obvious workers are doing. Which sheds a different
understanding on the whole concept of the income tax, the Social Security Act, (social services per se)
and a lot more. Active -- jump in, and by doing also get the understanding, and at least improve your
personal situation. This should also free up some time for more political activity, which is definitely
needed. ANYHOW -- here's a pension and Investments on-line [that’s actually its name] that as of
12/27/2010 is reporting on the largest FOUNDATIONS based on their pension holdings, for the year
2009. What amazes me is that, having done so many lookups, so very many of them have been
dumping money into the courts, and promoting marriage and fatherhood, not to mention adoption
incentives. I don't see that any of them are particularly feminist or concerned about violence towards
mothers AFTER they separate from abusive fathers.... Here's that list: (shown in next endnote;
however, it lost formatting in transit here -- see original post (or, that on-line) for better
formatting//LGH 1-9-2017
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12 (continued from previous footnote, better viewed on original blog table of contents, though):
WHEN WE REALIZE JUST HOW MUCH:
FORD, ROCKEFELLER, ANNIE E. CASEY (AND CASEY FAMILY
PROGRAMS, AND MARGUERITE CASEY, ETC.), NOT TO MENTION ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION
(EVER HEARD OF "JOHNSON & JOHNSON."
SEE POSTS THEY HELPED JUMPSTART "UNIFIED FAMILY
COURTS" (SEE UBALTIMORE SCHOOL OF LAW).WE WILL HAVE A DIFFERENT OUTLOOK ON GOVERNMENT.
A MORE ACCURATE ONE. "CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN THE COURTS" (NEW YORK) = NY UNIFIED COURT
SYSTE + FUND FOR THE CITY OF NEW YORK. LOOK UP WHO FUNDED IT.

Pensions&Investments (Pionline.com article dated 12/27/2010. Merry Christmas)
Largest foundations Ranked by total assets, in U.S. billions, as of Dec. 31, 2009, unless otherwise noted.
(link is still good; I annotated 4 images of the 50 rows, still referring to FY2009):

See the rest (3 more images, annotated) here, or see link (but, this time I had to register (free) with username
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the Road to Emmaeus,” When Life Demands a Major Shift in

Understanding"
[I WROTE ONE YEAR AGO -- APRIL, 2013] We are in the realm of public direct payments to evangelical (faith-based) organizations -- from

HHS -- for the primary purpose of evangelizing. It just so happens that these days many faith-based (Christian) organizations are evangelizing
through adoption, as they've been trained to. They have been social service organizations for many years as all, but the more I look at the tax
exemption angle -- and what churches are, meanwhile, doing to men, women and children in the name of God -- I'm starting to understand this
as every bit as much "PR" to make up for the damages as I also understand that the Rockefellers, Carnegies, Fords, MacArthurs, (Rhodes),
Guggenheim, (Annie E. Casey) and etc. tremendous philanthropic organizations -- donating millions (if not billions) to build libraries, concert halls,
and other monumental institutions, are doing it (a) with taxes they didn't pay and (b) with the profits from cartels, monopolies, and in general
treating their menials like dirt, if not quite slave labor, and (c) for PR.
What do they have that wasn't donated to them, or that the followers weren't talked, or bullied (forced) into handing over? I mean, how many of
us really have a say (agreed) to the special tax status churches enjoy and with which to expand infinitely (see internet) without having to file tax
returns like regular nonprofits. And then how many nonprofits are simply situated right in church buildings? They cannot really stand
independently of government while taking privileges from the same (collectively) to even exist. Meanwhile, government these days is using
church-based networks for its own purpose and in my opinion, both have specialized in the hiding assets and money-laundering aspects (while
covering up other kinds of abuse) from their followers.
This may not be universally true, but it is institutionally (and in general) true. ~ ~ ~ I was genuinely surprised to realize how blatantly this is
happening as we speak.
I would love some morally justifiable excuse NOT to deliver this message, or to sugar-coat it, but see none... I would
cut out entire sections, and more would grow in their place, as I continued simply telling what I see -- and from
government sources (databases, tax returns, corporate registrations, charitable registrations, and public websites
advertising the same groups). Finally, it is just getting posted. The substance of it shows up in tables -- if you do
nothing else, scroll down to them and bypass narrative; AFTER running a search! …

So, this post got its start an "Adoption Opportunities" grant series I found (foster care and adoption has been on my mind a while -- see
page in Children's Law Centers (NCLN) which thrive off this -- and this industry has affected family courts also, by way of promoting the
use of GALs for custody cases with even a smidgen of conflict (or domestic violence). To better understand it, please read the comments
thread at the bottom of the March 30, 2013 post.
. . . We are talking about the influences of religious groups on removing children from competent women by fetching men out of prison
to fight them for custody. /// The comment came from an independent single mother, and I am familiar with the case, including the
prison docket. Any number of mothers coming out of the "faith" tradition (from sort of religious background) could've written some
version of the same theme -- we used to believe that living a responsible, adult, and solvent life, raising kids to respect the law, like we
did, and paying our own way in general -- would be sufficient. Or that even staying off welfare was good enough.
In this country, it no longer is. ANYONE [woman] who has children and either doesn't marry to start with, or doesn't stay in the
relationship, is at risk of having to personally take on the weight of this industry, while being treated like a pariah by the faith-based
community for not holding on to a man, abuse or no abuse. And EVERYONE, from what I've learned, is participating in this cruelty -- by
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14 This is actually a comment to an ENDNOTE on an April 5, 2013, post, added during reformatting 1-11-2017. See top
of this document, “LIST OF POSTS WITH ABSTRACTS” for this date for context; so the border line is different color,
although this is still an endnote. //LGH....

The state involved also has a long-standing and active AFCC chapter, which state nonprofit’s (Bd of
Directors) as typically, shows a mixture of Judges, JDs and LCSWs, and being a member of the private
....

(inter)national association seeking to dominate (run|steer) the family courts as a whole , that is, AFCC itself naturally
shares its agenda…”(I also see there Honorary Founder: Russell Schoeneman, Ph.D., who through my basic

look-ups I realized also ran a Conciliation Court in the state, early on). Naturally all this will influence the flavor
and dynamics of the courts within the state. So, I looked up after a comment on the blog, and stayed in

communication with for a while after. Fathers are being contacted in prison and encouraged to fight for custody; the
faith-based sector , often pastors, also support this. In her example, the pastor involved apparently also committed
some fraud (posing as counselor when wasn’t seeing the father in that capacity; wrote it up). The mother followed
up, reporting to the state board; the guy subsequently lost his right to practice in the state of Arizona and (I heard,
didn’t verify) simply moved over to California. Meanwhile, the daughter in whom this father had shown no interest
most of her young life, was forced into supervised visitations, and the single mother basically all but lost her
livelihood dealing with the entire, abusive -- to THAT household -- situation. I have since lost touch (electronically)
with the mother as happens: We have to work on our own responsibilities in this context. Some of this occurred
surrounding also the March 2012 “Our BrokenCourts Conference” also held in Arizona, with members of “BMCC”
(see First post on TOC and first Endnoted above) conference “regulars” over the years also involved. For more on that
conference, see my “sticky” post on the blog one of top 15 showing at the top, currently), called “A STUNNING
VALIDATION BY JEFFREY MOUSSAIEFF MASSON.” ...
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15 February 5, 2013 A Stunning

Validation by Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson: The Assault on Truth,
The Origins of Psychoanalysis
{[the Family Law System] *Whose originators' systems-change goals, which I can (and as I recall it does) prove, as did looks like
Mr. Masson in the 1980s, included (1) to change the language of criminal law into the language of behavioral science, as per
AFCCnet.org History page, etc., and (2) in the process, to guarantee the future of their prized professions, and ensure (3) access
to vulnerable kids by future generations of child-abusers, is not cut off. Yes it absolutely does also dovetail into historic cultural
views of women and mothers.
I quote from people who claim to be the founders.
Where these professions fit in the question of violent assaults upon children, and violent wars of domination against "the
other" as to nations (WWI, WWII, origins of welfare and national mental health systems), gets real interesting.
Apparently these fields are necessary handmaidens and facilitators to a culture of violence as part of commerce and conquest?
IF SO, then what does that say about the current clamor (and programs) to want to stop or prevent it?} It gets real interesting..
Depending on what state of being split up into other posts this one is, this spans from Freud (pre-1900s) to Fix the Courts
movements (2000s) and deals with the topics of censorship and reframing truth, as shown in the title of the post, "Assault on
the Truth," and recommends we get down to basics, and act accordingly. The basic question: IS this true, and if so,
who's telling it, who's covering it up, and then what next? Disturbing, for sure....} [The post also has formatting

challenges because of my habit is to "show and tell" using quotations, within quotations, which are easily
overcome if you look (clicks) at the links yourself in their original contexts. At all points my goal is for people to
LOOK!]
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16 Jan. 7, 2013 Interesting Bedfellows, and the Speckled Background of Psychology in America
Excerpt: Last April [=2012]I wrote a post Why Watching Conference Agenda is Crucial: Cummings Foundation,
Behavioral Health Promotion, and "Our" "Broken" Family Court System.
Cummings Foundation Launches Congressional Initiative to Fix Broken Family Courts

Notice that link is from the NCSDV.org website.
http://www.ncdsv.org/images/CF_LaunchesCongressionalInitiativeToFixBrokenFamilyCourts_10-22-2012.pdf ....NCSDV
formed in 1998 with this statement:

When Deborah D. Tucker, MPA, and Sarah M. Buel, JD, founded the National Training Center on Domestic and Sexual
Violence in 1998, their vision was to create an organization that encouraged
and created unprecedented levels of collaboration among professionals working to end
violence against women. See the National Center's introductory letter to national and state
organizations, friends and supporters.The reason behind this vision was simple: after decades
of work in the field, these two women understood that the most successful efforts – the kind of
efforts that save lives and transform our society – are always the result of individuals and
organizations working together:
[under "staff" link" to NCDSV], see connections to the power structures:
. . . .The National Center consults with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention on DELTA (Domestic Violence Prevention Enhancements and Leadership Through Alliances), a
program involving 14 state coalitions to advance the prevention of domestic violence.
[[INDICATIONS THAT THE DV “CARTEL” (MY TERM) HAS DRUNK THE HHS KOOL-AID…AND WISHES TO CONTROL THE DISCUSSION, AND
STEER IT, TOO. AS THEY ARE NOT ABLE TO ADDRESS THE FISCAL, CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS, FEDERAL INCENTIVES AS A POSSIBLE NEGATIVE
TOWARDS THE SAFETY OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN, OR THE PRIVATIZATION OF GOVERNMENT (HERE, COURT) SERVICES AS A “PROBLEM”
AMONG “PROBLEM-SOLVING COURTS,” THE “CONCERN” IS FRAMED TO EXCLUDE OUTCOMES WHICH WOULD ADDRESS THE FINANCIAL
CORRUPTION ALL OF THE ABOVE FACILITATES.//LGH @2017 ADDITION TO THIS ABSTRACT WRITTEN MUCH EARLIER]]
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17 (endnote 16, cont’d.)
{{How about doing a better at stopping it after it's occurred? Just asking....}} NCDSV consulted from 2007-2011 with
the CDC Foundation on the Robert Wood Johnson-funded DELTA PREP program preparing 19 additional state
coalitions to initiate in DELTA and initiate evidence-based prevention strategies in their states. Debby has
extensive experience on the national level. She served as Co-Chair of the U.S. Department of DefenseTask Force on
Domestic Violence from 2000-2003 . . .
[[2014 "Good Grief!" -- the CDC foundation is a Georgia Corp (nonprofit) that takes donations to help the US Dept. of
HHS (largest grant-making agency in the federal government, of which "CDC" are just part) do its job better? Propping
up that department?? Look at the size of it!]]
LGH 2017 NOTES -- the Table format has since collapsed. I see the EIN# and Years covered were 2010, 2011 and
2012. This can be searched again, but only the most recent year’s figures (I;ll post) will display. For 2012 they are
$68.7M, for 2010 apparently $74.5M, and the EIN# is 58-2106707. I cannot vouch for numbers without checking
backwards in time by tweaking the URL to reflect the Fiscal Year/month end (i.e., a fiscal year ending June 30,
2011 would as the url display, in part, “...201106_990” (but, some read 99)PF, others 990EZ, etc. So it’s not a
100% method to find). Search again at 990finder.foundationcenter.org. ACTUALLY, the links I see are preserved; read tax

returns for actual data,

ORGANIZATION NAME 2012 | 990| 152| $68,775,895 | 58-2106707 CDC Foundation, The |GA
CDC Foundation, The $87,526,470 58-2106707 CDC Foundation, The GA 2010 990 48 $74,521,205 58-2106707
[That view in January 2017 shows a sudden increase for Year 2015, assets doubled from 2010; I posted an image of
more recent tax returns (table) back in the main Table of Contents, as an added row. Find that row by date: Jan 7, 2013)
Unlike many organizations, [NCDSV] appears to have been started by a survivor, a mother who was temporarily on
welfare, and got her undergraduates degree in 1987 by working FT days and going to school nights (who, then, raised
her son?) and then went on to star summa cum laude at Harvard University School of law. Unfortunately, from a
perspective of mothers going through the system (including systems of training created by founders and creative
visionaries in the field of domestic violence itself), the expertise and insistence that a "Coordinated Community
Response" is the best response -- and including some of the problem agencies among the Coordinated Community" -has made it impossible to confront, or even be heard, about the problems and conflicts of interest this actually
causes us. Or even that it's resulting in unnecessary and avoidable deaths because of the same issues!

While Coordinated Communities Consolidate Philosophies and Increase Credibility -- the fact
is, they also "Incorporate Conflicts of Interest while Centralizing Control" -- and hence
strengthen their initiatives, while silencing alternative, unfunded, and non-collaborationist
lone-wolves, who just might be howling out the truth in the middle of the night.
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